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The science – policy interface

10 – 12.30pm: The science – policy interface in water management

(Wouter Buytaert)

A participatory monitoring network (Boris Ochoa)

Discussion

1.30 – 4pm: Changing Water Cycle: Hydrological Extremes and 

Feedbacks (Barbara Orellana)

Discussion and  breakout working groups
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The science – policy interface

The “classic model”



A polycentric, multidirectional and interactive model



Modular and 
distributed workflow 
construction, 
simulation, and 
prediction

Multi-level 
monitoring, data 
collection & 
citizen science

De-centralized 
communication and 
policy support 
systems

Polycentric governance of natural resources

Information 
collection

Information 
processing

Information 
provision

Actionable knowledge generation

Conceptualization



New technologies for environmental sensing

Sensor networks

oxfloodnet.co.uk



Participatory monitoring

• Precipitation and river discharge

• Responding to local questions on land-use impacts

• Local buy-in and participation



Information collection: new institutional dynamics

• Potential to break open traditional 
and formal monitoring silos

• Multilevel, multipurpose

• Complementarity vs. resilience

• Adaptive governance

• Trust, credibility, acceptance

• “Polycentric monitoring”

Buytaert, W., Dewulf, A., De Bièvre, B., Clark, J., & Hannah, D. M. (2016). Citizen 
Science for Water Resources Management: Toward Polycentric Monitoring and 
Governance? Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management, 01816002.



Information processing: new technologies

• web technologies

• Cloud computing

• Big data

• Web-based processing 

and modelling

• Model coupling, 

uncertainty analysis, 

uncertainty propagation



Information processing: new policy dynamics

• ICT, web technologies

• Multilevel, multipurpose, 
multidirectional

• Integration of 
heterogeneous data & 
knowledge

• Polycentric models of 
data curation, knowledge 
co-generation, and 
governance





Information provision

• Visualization & communication

• User interface design

• Scenario building



Technological opportunities



User experience design





User requirement s
● useful informat ion

● usable informat ion

● exchangeable informat ion

User

space

Design

space

Concept ual design
● DSS type

● Informat ion base

● Interact ivit y

● Visualisat ion

User t est ing

Deploy

It erat ion

Act or-net work analysis
● Roles and relat ions 

● Int erests 

● Decision making processes and goals

● Knowledge creat ion and exchange

Phase 1: Def ine Phase 2: Ref ine Phase 3: Del iver

Build! 

Figure 1: EDSS design methodology for polycent ric management support . I t is a process

that is framed by the development of the user requirements/ specificat ions i.e. definit ions and

di↵erent iat ion of useful, usable, and exchangeable informat ion for the di↵erent types of actors

and scales within a polycent ric network. T he process occurs between highly interact ive user

and design spaces. I t begins with an ident ificat ion of the actors and an analysis of their

decision-making pract ices in the user space (phase 1) and the development of user personas

based on this analysis to aid design tailoring in the design space. Single or mult iple iterat ions

of conceptual design can take place before the EDSS is adequately tailored for di↵erent users

(phase 2), at which point technical development (phase 3) can begin.
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Challenges

• Leveraging new technologies 

• Ensuring a user centered approach

• Recognizing the polycentric nature of systems

• Adaptive governance & knowledge co-generation
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Questions

• What are major gaps of data in your decision-making field and 

how can they be addressed?

• How are raw data processed in your decision-making field and 

how can this processing be made more actionable and relevant

• How is information communicated in your field and how can 

these practices be improved?


